1.) Requirement No. 3 Project Specific Experience requests that firms “Complete a project specific experience section for each project.” Are you referencing a specific separate project data sheet that needs to be completed and included or are you just requesting each project to be presented on a separate page, with the written summary for questions 1 – 5 also under the aforementioned section?

*The latter. Just have each project presented on a separate page with written summary for questions 1 – 5 included.*

2.) Section 11 states Reference Drawings are provided in electronic format but are not found on the website.

*This is an error in the RFQ documents. This stage of the process is seeking only the firms qualifications and no specifics of the project are needed to submit your Statement of Qualifications at this point in the process.*

3.) Under Section 4.1 Submission of Statement of Qualifications, Bullet point 1, a reference is made to RFQ-1 which we could not find within the document. Please clarify where the attachments required in RFQ-1 can be found.

*First Bullet should read “Do not e-mail or fax the submittals; emailed or faxed submittals will be rejected. Responses are limited to 50 pages exclusive of the attachments required in the RFQ”.*

4.) The RFQ requirements specify a 50 page limit in Section 4.1 and request a Financial Statement in Section 8 Examined Financial Condition. This report alone is over the 50 page limit. Please confirm that this report is not to be counted within the 50 page limit for this RFQ or advise how to proceed.

*The financial statement will not be counted as part of the 50 page limit on the RFQ.*

5.) Section numbering beginning on Page 8 leads off with 2. Qualifications and Experience. Is there no item 1.? Additionally, there is no section 7. Please
confirm whether the sections are to renumbered in sequential order and responded to accordingly or is the response to this RFQ is to follow the current numbering sequence?

**The numbering #1. Was inadvertently left off. It should start at the first sentence on section #8.**

6.) Section 3 on page 8—Project Specific Experience notes “Complete a project specific experience section for each project.” Can you please clarify whether or not there is a form or format requirement required that was not included in the RFP or does this just refer to the previous request within the section which includes, “Provide descriptions of at least three (3) (but not more than five) projects, completed by the Contractor within the last seven (7) years, which are similar to the Project in the key aspects listed below. One of those projects may be currently under construction.”

**No form or format requirement refer to the previous section.**

7.) Section 11 Reference Documents states that Schematic level design documents are available to the Contractors, these documents couldn’t be located on the website and no other instructions were provide as to how to obtain these reference documents. Please clarify how to obtain the design documents.

**This was listed in error and will not be provided, we are looking for you past and present experience.**